THE WHITE CITY HOTEL
TEL AVIV, ISRAEL

The White City Hotel is inspired by Bauhaus Architecture and its influence on Tel Aviv. Tel Aviv is home to one of the best-preserved collections of Bauhaus Architecture. In the 1930s there was a large immigration of European Jews to Israel and they constructed these Bauhaus buildings. This hotel pursues the form following function idea of Bauhaus design. The minimalist colors and design highlight the architectural forms because Bauhaus literally translates to construction house. In addition, modern materials like steel, glass, and concrete will be used for their structural properties and minimal finishes. Tel Aviv is a non-stop city. Known for its beautiful beaches, colorful nightlife, art, and culture, The White City Hotel is a great addition to Tel Aviv and will be a great place for the community and tourists to visit. Bright colors and angled walls in the guest rooms mimic the energy of the city while the finishes complement the Bauhaus inspired structure.

TEL AVIV, ISRAEL
SINGLE SUITE

CONCRETE ENCAUSTIC FLOOR TILE
KARNDEN FLOOR TILE
LOW DUBOIS BED

VIDAR 3
BLACK ASH
VBA COSMOS PENDANT

INSERT SIDE TABLE
SAARINEN ARM CHAIR

CUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENT

COLLECTION OF PHOTOS FROM THE PHOTOHOUSE, ISRAEL'S LARGEST PHOTO GALLERY AND ARCHIVE

CUSTOM WALL COVERING
CAROLINA SKY SHOWER TILE
ROUSSEAU VANITY SCONCE
DOUBLE SUITE

CONCRETE ENCAUSTIC FLOOR TILE
KARNEDEAN FLOOR TILE
LOW DUBOIS BED
INSERT SIDE TABLE

CUSTOM WINDOW TREATMENT

COLLECTION OF PHOTOS FROM THE PHOTOHOUSE, ISRAEL'S LARGEST PHOTO GALLERY AND ARCHIVE

CUSTOM WALL COVERING
CAROLINA FOG SHOWER TILE

PHLOX
BLACK ASH
VIBA COSMOS PENDANT

GEOMETRIC WALL MURAL
STRETTO MEDIUM SCONCE
PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

CONCRETE ENCAUSTIC FLOOR TILE

KARNDEN FLOOR TILE

STRING LIGHT CONE PENDANT

EMI DINING CHAIR

SULLIVAN TABLE

CUSTOM WALL COVERING

PHLOX

BLACK ASH

TIEMANN LOUNGE CHAIR

CUSTOM WALL COVERING

SM1 LOUNGE CHAIR

DORSET SIDE TABLE

FINSBURY COFFEE TABLE
CUSTOM TEXTILE DEVELOPMENT

SCANNED WATERCOLOR PAINTINGS INTO PHOTOSHOP AND REPEATED THE PATTERNS

COLOR OVERLAY APPLIED IN PHOTOSHOP

REPEATED THE PROCESS FOR TWO OTHER COLORWAYS

WINDOW TREATMENT
WALL COVERING
WINDOW TREATMENT
WALL COVERING